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Editor’s Blog
Welcome to Deeside News 252 and another packed edition full of
Deeside successes!
Thank you, as usual, to all my contributors.
Thanks to a late issue date for North West Fixtures, I have been able to
include reports of the British Orienteering Championships at which we
achieved several individual podium places, a relay win for our
M/W12- team and a Deeside member, David Schorah, in the
winning Men’s Premier relay team.
Mike Smithard also won a British Sprint title back in April but I am sure he will not mind our juniors
usurping him from the front page.
That is all from me this issue as I am finishing Deeside News whilst on controlling duties and time
is short!
Copy date for next Deeside News is the end of July when I return from the French Championships
week ahead of the Scottish.
Finally, you will notice that regular ‘Pages from the Past’ columnist Mike Richardson is missing
from his usual page before the Fixtures update - he has gone to lie down in a darkened room to
recover from his JK controlling duties! Seriously, he is away and will be back next time.
Jane Mockford

Read Dee News in colour
Deeside News is produced in full colour and exported to a pdf file for printing and photocopying. If you would like a full colour pdf copy
so you can see everything properly - just give me a call or drop me an e mail and I’ll happily send you this edition and add you to my
circulation list for future editions.
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Chairman’s Ramblings
A number of major events have been held in the last couple of
months. I am writing this a week before the British Champs, so
congratulations in advance to anyone who has acquired an
unfamiliar pot on their mantel shelf – and even more
congratulations if the pot is familiar (Ed’s note - see page 22).
Congratulations also to Olly Williams and Chris Owens who
won the M16 and M18 classes at the Northern Championships
in Northumberland in March (see page 17), and to Mike
Smithard for becoming M60 British Sprint Champion at Brighton
in April (see page 18).
A smaller than normal Deeside contingent travelled to the JK in
Ireland this year and, conscious of the punitive attitude that
budget airlines take towards excess baggage, took care to avoid winning any heavy trophies. Pat
Moody, Pauline and Mike Smithard all came away with medals (see page 20).
The big event of the year, however, was the recent DEE/MDOC Challenge at Beeston Castle (see
photos on page 4). Richard Hill (assisted by Phil the Phantom) devised an excellent set of courses
to totally confound MDOC. Despite Steve Lang (M40) and Simon Mawdsley (M40) putting in
strong performances to narrowly beat Isabel Hill (W10) on the yellow course, Deeside regained
the coveted trophy (assuming someone can find it).
Pete Owens

The Challenge of Beeston Castle
On behalf of the Orienteers of Manchester and District I wish to convey our thanks for your lavish
hospitality at the aforementioned Challenge at Beeston Castle.
We had no ffear of your ffortifications or phantoms. Nor were we nonplussed by the dubious thickets and
indistinctive trees on your thickly bracken-covered hillside.
We graciously concede defeat to your superior arts of low cunning in the noble pastime of orienteering.
However your victory is but a pyrrhic one. Your castle lies in ruins and I trow will not be rebuilt for many
a year.
We promise to devise some equally ffiendish challenge for the coming year.

Stephen of Macclesfield
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Mistress Pauline Smithard wishes to thank her team who
slaved away over hot cauldrons, disturbed their hens or
raided their orchards to prepare food for the Bowman’s
Brunch.
Particular thanks to Barbara Jones for baking beyond the
call of duty and for her historical attention to detail in
forgetting the teapot (as they hadn’t been invented in
Beeston Castle days).
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Mapping News
Several Deesiders (in addition to planners who have updated maps whilst doing events), have
been beavering away for our enjoyment this year updating maps for Deeside and Eryri.
So thanks to:
Matthew Vokes for Loggerheads
Denis Murphy for Waun-y-Lyn – a former Dee Summer Evening Event venue near Hope
Chris Smithard for Bod Petrual and Graig Fawr.
I think only the first has been used at the time of writing but Graig Fawr is down for a May event.
I’ve spent two happy days (means I don’t have to run there) updating Rivacre which we haven’t
used recently so lots of vegetation and path changes have been necessary.
I’m nearing completion of updating Thurstaston (8 days so far). I’m finding the OCADing is taking
nearly as long as the surveying, so much fiddling. For that area’s November’s event, we have
permission to use the enclosures – normally out of bounds in the summer. The contours are all
OK but the vegetation and paths are very out of date, no
wonder we all get puzzled there! Both will be re-visited nearer
their events to take account of summer/autumn vegetation
and any further clearance work.
Graham Nilsen from MEROC and Nick Campbell are
extending their Chester Street map to include the Garden
Quarter and the University of Chester campus for the
November City sprint races (Ed’s note; if you think that OCADing
Thurstaston takes time Mike, you should try Chester!) and Nick
assisted by Jane has mapped the Brookhirst playing fields at
An extract of Brookhirst, mapped at 1:2500
Upton High School and the Chester Catholic High School.
It is clear that planners cannot be expected to assess and fully update a map as part of their role.
OCAD enables ‘updates’ by planners to be added for any event, but these can only be expected to
be the equivalent of old hand drawn Map Corrections. We may be falling into the trap of assuming
that successive planners keep on top of the updating. Perhaps I’ll extend my map co-ordination
role to keeping a check on when each map was last fully updated.
Mike Smithard

Photo courtesy of Ian Weaver

Caption Competition Results
Here are the entries received:
Ÿ Mike files the latest copies of Robin’s maps
Ÿ “There must be an easier way to create platforms on the
Delamere map”
Ÿ Mike tries out dry ice special effects for his hula hoop
dancing by torchlight Britain’s Got Talent act.
Ÿ Mike demonstrates the sensible approach to walking on
hot coals
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Club Noticeboard
Membership Matters

Updated Guidelines for Summer Evening Event Planners and Organisers
Deeside's Organisers and Planners Guidelines have been substantially revised to reflect
what is now current practice. Bob Elmes, Jill Barnes and Sheila Hills have cooperated in
revising the Organisers Guidelines whilst Steve Ingleby has reviewed the Planners
Guidelines. You can find both sets of Guidelines on the Event Resources page of the Dee
website. Sheila has already sent these documents to this year's Summer Evening Event
Planners and Organisers and told the Controllers about them. Each of the documents are
in .pdf format and are marked to show where the revisions have been made. These can
be printed off by anybody so any current, former and aspiring Organisers and Planners
are encouraged to read them while the revision marks are there because next year the
changes will be accepted. Comments about the practical aspects of the Guidelines are
welcome and should be directed to Sheila Hills.

Know Your Committee Members
Your editor resorted to sneaky means to acquire a photo of Dee Treasurer Budha Majumdar. I
asked Barbara!
That just leaves the invisible
man - aka Chris Calow.
Send reported sightings on a
postcard please .....
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Club Noticeboard
Rare Ponies at Bickerton
A rare herd of horses have been re-homed to help conserve
the heathland habitat on Bickerton Hill. The Welsh Mountain
ponies from Carneddau in North Wales will graze on the
heathland and keep the tree saplings at bay. Apparently they
are less fussy eaters than cattle and will tackle older saplings.
The ponies are tough and used to living outside all year long.
They are not tame, so visitors are warned not to try and feed
them!

NWOA Course and Workshop to
Support Development of Orienteering
The North West Orienteering Association are arranging to two free sessions in the
autumn, a course for those wanting to develop links with the local Press and other media,
and a workshop for those interested in developing and maintaining a culture to grow
membership of their club.
Media Relations Course
Saturday 24 September

Grow Your Orienteering Club Workshop
Saturday 23 October, 10:30-13:00

Venue for both events: Caton Village Hall, Lancaster

You know you are an
orienteer when....

More from Beeston
Comment from one of those scurvy
MDOC serfs, on being told that his
Routegadget route for Beeston Castle
had been deleted, and that he would
have to re-enter it:

After showering, you use a hairdryer to dry
between your toes.
[This is true , & on the advice of a pharmacist!]

"No problem - it only took a few
seconds anyway - the course was a lot
flatter on the screen".
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Getting to know Deeside members
Name & Age Class: Andy Payne
Orienteering Achievements
When in the TA, I won several Army Orienteering competitions,
e.g. Royal Signals Orienteering Championships 1996, and was
selected for the TA team for several years. Have never been
good enough to win prizes at any significant ‘normal’
orienteering events.
When and why did you start orienteering?
I started in about 1978 and was introduced to the sport by
Tony Thornley when we taught at the same school. I thought it
was a good way of keeping fit and Tony passed on his enthusiasm
for the sport to me but sadly not his ability.
Why do you carry on orienteering?
I still enjoy it and going to new areas means it stays interesting. Also I haven’t yet run out of new ways of
making mistakes.
What do you do when you are not orienteering?
Play golf and I sing in 2 choirs.
What is your favourite orienteering area?
What a difficult question! Possibly the most technical area has been Mount Kooyoora in Australia which
was a fiendish granite area but I don’t think it was my favourite – it was just too hard. Locally, I think
Weston Heath is a great area, shame the complex part isn’t bigger.
What is your most memorable O race?
The one I’ve never been allowed to forget is a Vaux Mountain Trial years ago in the Lake District when I
headed for the finish down the wrong valley and ended up in Borrowdale instead of Thirlmere. Jean had
quite a long drive to pick me up!
What training do you do?
I’ve always assumed that training simply tires you out before an event so I don’t usually bother.
Why do you normally make mistakes?
Lack of concentration.
How many races will you do in a year?
30 – 40.
How many countries have you O’ed in?
I make it 16 if you count England, Wales, Scotland and NI as separate countries.
What compass do you use?
A Moscow base plate (used to use a thumb compass)
What shoes do you orienteer in?
VJ Falcons.
Which relay leg is your favourite?
I’m not fast enough for leg 1 and I can’t stand the pressure of leg 3 so it has to be leg 2.
How do you file your maps?
In a filing cabinet under the first letter of the name. This usually works unless I forget the name, or an area
gets renamed. However for some reason the letter B has far too many maps.
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Reply to Summer Evening Event Questions,
Chairman’s Mumblings, Dee News 251
Dee Chairman Pete Owens posed some questions to stimulate debate about summer evening
events in the last issue of Deeside News. Many thanks to Sue Sinclair for taking up the challenge.
Here are her thoughts:
The Light( or maybe short Green) Course
When the light green course was set up a while ago, it was as a bridge between the orange
course (mainly line features, with one or two raised point features just off the line), and the full
technical difficulty of the green course.•This was done by having clear attack points on line
features for the point features (or other off line features).• I don't know what the current definitions
are for the light green (or Orange for that matter).• I tend to use the light green when I do orienteer
as a shorter course, with some technical difficulty, and as a reminder of how to tackle the more
difficult controls.• I realise that in most of our areas it is difficult to produce anything much more
technically challenging than a light green, as almost any course can be run mainly on paths.
[Ed’s note – the Light Green course should be technical difficulty (TD) 4, which means that, if it is
planned to the guidelines, in most Deeside areas which are not able to support legs or courses of
TD 5 it will be the same level of TD as the Green and Blue Courses.]
Unconventional “Blue” Courses
In the "old" days before SI, it was difficult to put a blue
course of sufficient length onto most of our areas
without multiple master maps. Norwegian (map
memory), contour only maps and such "novelty"
courses were used to provide more technical
difficulty.• As we bill our summer events as "Summer
Evening Training", perhaps we should consider going
back to some of these, to offer the training.
[Ed’s note – good idea Sue. I know that some people
don’t like these type of events but, as long as the
area and the map is suitable for the type of training
exercise provided, why not?]
A “follow the contour” training map courtesy of www.o-training.net

Encouraging new blood?
Talking of training - I know of one club where coaches offer to take/talk new people, families
and/or groups round say the yellow course, or part of it, and then let them go out on their own for
the rest of the course, or tackle the orange course by themselves, then talk them through what
they've done when they get back.• I don't know whether BOF rules (I refuse to call it BO which
used to mean a nasty smell when I was younger!) allow non-accredited people to coach in this
way?• If they do, this might extend the pool of people willing to take newcomers out.• It might be
too late for this season, but we could advertise some events where there would be a short
introductory talk about how to read an O map, and how to start Orienteering, with perhaps a mini
course to illustrate it, before the main event.
[Ed’s note: This is something that could be linked into Dee Club Night activities starting in the
autumn.]
(continued overleaf)
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(continued from previous page)
Are our events too well organised?
The main problem seems to be the number of people we attract.• I remember MEROC events
where one person manned start & finish (same place).• This shouldn't be too difficult with SI
punching starts, and download not needing to be at the finish.
Is there a way that registration could be simplified?• I know we need to a) take money and b) dish
out the map and description (aren't they on the maps anyway these days?) for the appropriate
course.• Perhaps we could give out tokens to be collected at the start to show that you've paid,
and you pick up the map at the start (OK, I'm rusty about the current procedures, so you probably
do this anyway).
[Ed’s Note – I agree with Sue here. Walton Chasers have a good system for their Sunday events
where money is taken at registration car but there is a DIY system for choosing your start time and
you can start early if you arrive and a slot is free. In French events where master maps are still
used at informal events, you are given your map and able to draw your course on before you
start.]
Back to Sue:
TVOC run their summer events as a series of 3 loops from a central point - the planner/organiser
dishes out maps at a mass start, and gives 2nd loop and 3rd loop maps as people return to the
start/finish.• You can choose to do 1, 2, or 3 loops, and these are easy, medium and hard, so you
make your own choice.• However the planner allocates those doing the loops to different
combinations, so that you can't tell whether someone else is on the same loop as you - thus
reducing following.• This approach seems to work for up to about 30 competitors, with pin
punching, so whether it could be used for some of our smaller less popular areas, or for events
labelled as not suitable for large groups?• It might be worth exploring as an idea for
an autumn series of Saturday events?
Whatever we do, putting out and retrieving controls is always a problem, and the current SI culture
requires more people to help out on the computers. It is a pity that the burden always falls on the
same few.
Many thanks Sue! There must be others of you out there who have a view........

Sartorial Elegance..... At Last?
Occupants of the Deeside tent at the British
Relays were momentarily distracted from the
spectator control & finish lane by the sight of
Jon Hateley changing into colour-coordinated
Deeside kit.
When quizzed by the fashionistas of the club,
he was heard to comment that “I’m too hot in
tights” or perhaps it was “I’m too hot for tights”.
Anyway, as you can see (right), he made it all
the way to the finish line without a speck of
mud.
Don’t worry though, we reckon the pink tights
will be back in action soon....
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Dee Junior News
The Harvester is a night relay event with a junior category. It
has 5 legs that are a mixture of night and day, ranging in
difficulty. This year the event will be held on 16-17 July at
Ecclesall Woods in Sheffield. Dee hope to put a junior team in
but we are one person short so if you think you would like to
have a go then please see page 32 and contact Mike Smithard
asap.
Well done to all the juniors who went to the Dee/MDOC
challenge, especially those juniors on the yellow and light green
who had to compete against some of MDOC’s senior runners.
Despite their suspicious tactics Dee still managed to take a
clear win.
Good luck to all the juniors going to the British Champs.
Chris Owens

Dee Junior Diary Dates
10/11 September

Peter Palmer Relays

West Midlands – Swynnerton Camp?

Yvette Baker Trophy – heat dates showing at the moment
Sunday 9 October
North West heat
Saturday 12 November
West Midlands heat

High Pike, Caldbeck
Lickey Hills, Birmingham

Yvette Baker Final (if we qualify)
Sunday 4 December, Humberside
Maybe I am optimistic but I feel, if everyone is available, we have a better team this year than last
for the YBT. We could have finished 2nd with our December team and we then added some
others who would have improved it further. We will have a better spread over the classes this year
as some move up to cover orange and others come in or develop to keep us strong on yellow.
Mike Smithard
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Dee Juniors selected for JIRCS
Congratulations to Olly Williams, Chris Owens and Mike Beasant who, following their performance
over the British Champs weekend and other nominated races, have been selected to run in the
North West team for the Junior Inter-Regional Championships to be held in the Lake District in
July.

Cheshire & Merseyside Schools League
The Schools League events for the 2010-11 season are now completed. Congratulations to
Fallibroome High School 1 who secured a narrow 4 point victory over Sandbach 1 who, in turn,
were just 9 points ahead of third place Fallibroome 2.
A total of 21 teams took part and 159 competitors completed at least one run - well done to
everyone and a big thanks to Deeside and MEROC members who were involved in staging all the
events.
You can read the final team competition results table and the top 3 finishers in each of the
individual classes on the following pages. Plans are already underway for the 2011-12 League
with several potential new areas on the list.
The Primary School Championships were staged at theMarbury Schools League Event and the
winners were:
Boys
Girls
1

Daniel Weaver Frodsham CE

Hannah Hateley Norley

2

Amand Rabit

Birkenhead

Saskia Jones

Derwen

3

Elliot Casey

Birkenhead

Emily Browning

Woolston

4

Tom Parks

Birkenhead

While some of us were taking on the British Championships in Sheffield, the Cheshire and
Merseyside Schools Relays were equally fiercely contested at Sutton Manor, organised by
MEROC.
In the Open class, the Sandbach 2 team romped home in first place, ten
minutes clear of rivals Sandbach 2 and Merchant Taylors Houston who
were split by a mere 12 seconds in second and third places.
The Mixed Open class provided the closest finish of the day with Frazer
Clews, Kane Tipton and Jonathan Bailey of Fallibroome 3 pipping the
Sandbach 4 team by just 18 seconds. Bridgewater 5 ran steadily to finish in
third place.

‘The Dream’ at Sutton Manor

In an equally close Year 9-11 finish, 23 seconds was the winning margin
for Bridgewater 1 team Ciaran Tranter,Sam Harvey and Alex MansfieldHickman over Fallibroome 5 with Fallibroome 7 in third position.

Fallibroome teams 9,8 and 12 secured all three podium places in the Year 7-8 relay. The winning
team of Simon Cetkowski, Edward de Sousa and Edward Harvey finished 44 seconds ahead of
their school rivals.
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Orienteering Competition for
Chester Primary Schools
Four primary schools in the Chester area took part in an orienteering competition at Chester
County Sports Club organised by Upton High School School Sports Co-ordinator Jodie Green with
the help of Deeside members Jane Mockford and Mike Smithard and using a new map produced
by Nick Campbell.
Teams of six competitors from Acresfield and Mill View Schools from Upton, St Oswald's School
from Mollington and Mickle Trafford School completed a classic course of 1.7k, 17 controls as
individuals or in pairs. Teams of three from each school then took on head to head racing from a
mass start in the Team Score Challenge splitting the 26 controls between the team members.
The Classic Course was won by Mill View but a strong performance by both Mickle Trafford
Teams to take first and second place in the Score Challenge secured their school the overall win.
Congratulations to Jac Goodall from Mickle Trafford who won the 1.7k Classic Course in a time of
10min 41 sec.
The final results were:
1.

Mickle Trafford School: 71 points

2.

Mill View School: 60 points

3.

Acresfield School: 50 points

4.

St Oswald's School: 26 points

Very well done to all these budding orienteers, some of
whom have been spotted competing at our Summer
Evening events.
Jane Mockford
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Northern
Champs!
Olly Williams and Chris Owens are
Northern Orienteering Champions
having won tough races on the
steep heather moorland of the Ray
Demesne Estate, north of
Newcastle. Olly completed the M16
course of 6.7km, 170m climb in 47m
57s winning by almost two minutes
while Chris completed his 10.1km,
225m climb course in a time of 74m
48s to take the M18 Elite title by 28
seconds. Well done to both of them.

......for event officials and helpers at all events
Myth 1:
Fact:

Myth 2:
Fact:

You have to type the SI card number from the Event Registration
and Safety Form into the computer in order to create an entry.
You should never type the SI card number into the computer in
order to create an entry. We always get it from either the Pre-Entry
System, or Entry by Punch, or Download.

Bob hard at work disproving his myths

Some myths about Autodownload dispelled...

You have to type Name, Age Class and Club from the Event
Registration and Safety Form into the computer for every competitor.
You only have to do this for
Ÿ Hire Cards - at Entry by Punch
Ÿ A competitor who runs on his/her own card, but that card isn’t in the SI Card Archive. For
example, it’s a new card, they’ve registered it, but we haven’t downloaded the updated
SI Card Archive since they registered it; so they arrive at download with their own card,
but the computer doesn’t know about them. Provided we keep the SI Card Archive nicely
up to date in Autodownload, there shouldn’t be many of these.

Myth 3:
Fact:

You have to type Course from the Event Registration and Safety Form into the computer.
No you don’t. As long as a runner has done something that resembles one of the courses on
offer, Autodownload will work out what course has been attempted (it needs an 80% match). If
someone has, for example, abandoned half-way round, then the computer comes up with a
screen on which you have to tell it which course was being attempted.

Myth 4:
Fact:

You can only run once on one SI Card at an event.
You can re-use an SI Card (hired or owned) as many times as you like within an event –
provided of course you download after each run, and clear before the next run. One competitor
can run multiple courses; or multiple competitors can use the same card one after another.
Autodownload sorts it all out from the time stamps in the card, including working out when a
competitor is missing; and in the case of a hire card being used twice, it assumes that the
second runner is a different person from the first, and asks for their personal details at
download.

Bob Elmes
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Mike is British M60 Sprint Champion
Congratulations to Mike Smithard on becoming M60 British Sprint Champion, winning the A Final
ahead of John Britton (MDOC) and Richard Payne (EPOC). The races were held on the campus
of Sussex and Brighton Universities where Mike easily won his qualifying heat in a time of 17m 6s
for the 2.1km course. He went on to win the 2.0km final in a time of 16m 6s, 22 seconds ahead of
second place.

Earlier there was drama when Nigel Beasant performed that most embarrassing of manoeuvres getting within a few metres of the last control and then having a panic moment of not being sure of
where he was with several hundred people watching. A slowly performed pirouette covering 10
metres whilst examining his map (which was basically a blank playing field, so not a lot of use)
used up vital seconds, disastrously dropping him from qualifying for the A final - but he rose to the
challenge and won the M50 B final - a much more noteworthy achievement. Tom Beasant, in his
Elite heat, was just one place outside the top 6 who qualified for the 'A' Elite final.
In the Middle Distance Championships at Worth Lodge near Crawley on the following day, Olly
Williams got the best Dee placing with 4th in M16. Chris Smithard, just back into training after 8
weeks out with injury and illness, said he was hoping to get back to 'some sort of fitness' for the JK
so he finished 19th in Men's Elite, 6.2km in just under 35 minutes - 4.5 minutes down on Graham
Gristwood. Most of us would think that that was already 'some sort of fitness'!
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Early Dee Successes in
North West Orienteering League
Deesiders in the top 10 of their age class after 6 events (best 4 races including one urban or
middle distance count) are shown below.

Age Class
M16

Position
4
6

M/W18

1
2

Position
Sean Pickering
Olly Williams
Mike Beasant
Chris Owens

W21

9

Helen Elmes

4

Liz Hughes

M/W40

8

Darren Baker

4

Elaine Sutton

M/W45

9

Iain Bell

3
8

Liz Jackson
Caroline Gregson

M/W50

2
9
10

Nigel Beasant
Pete Owens
Nick Campbell

6
7
8
10

Jane Campbell
Sian Calow
Pat Moody
Joy Irvine

M/W55

3

Malcolm Irvine

6

Pauline Smithard

M/W60

2

Mike Smithard

7

Barbara
Majumdar

M65

3
6
10

John Padget
Denis Murphy
Barry Barnes

M70

7
8

Terry Harper
Malcolm McIvor

M/W75

3
4

Brian Spoonley
Peter Edwards

3

Pat Spoonley
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JK 2011
Northern Ireland
Less than half the normal attendance from Deesiders this year but three new areas to all and
thoroughly worthwhile in many ways. Weather chilly/warm/hot with the occasional half hearted
attempt at drizzle but with light breezes only and the sun hot when it came out, a very pleasant
four days.
Total numbers were about normal I think with plenty of foreign visitors who scooped several prizes
– including former World Masters champion Jorgen Martensson (who was overtaken on the
second day). Deeside results? An occasional excellent performance (whatever the position), some
steady runs and a few glum faces of the uncomprehending ‘what am I doing wrong’ variety.
Sprint race was round accommodation blocks and college buildings in Belfast – minute detail on
maps, lots of care needed in places. The second day was on sand dunes but mostly depressions
with a few dunes, heavy grass, gorse etc in places, very complicated on first acquaintance, lots of
problems and disasters. The third day was on open fell with fast runnable grass. Back to Day 2’s
sand dune area for relays – good arena and spectator control for open classes on shooting range.
SHUOC teams to the fore after 1st leg with Dave Schorah coming back first after 2nd leg but John
Rocke overhauled by GB team member Murray Strain on last leg to take trophy.
The top scorers:
Sprint Race
M16
Olly Williams, 4th, one second behind 3rd, 10 seconds behind joint winners
M21E
Dave Schorah, 4th, one second behind 3rd, Chris Smithard 15th, Tom Beasant 29th
M45
Jon Hateley, 10th/114
M60
Mike Smithard, 2nd, 16 seconds behind winner
W12
Hannah Hateley, 6th
Individual (over the two days)
M12
Lachlan Chavasse, 2nd & 6th for 6th overall
M18E
Mike Beasant, 8th/10th for 8th
M21E
Dave Schorah, 27th/9th for 16th; Chris Smithard, 37/20 for 28th;
Tom Beasant, 46/42 for 40th out of 81
M45
Jon Hateley 20/19th for 18th/110
M60
Mike Smithard 2nd/1st for 2nd – 58 seconds behind
W45
Liz Jackson 3rd/24th for 9th
W50S
Pat Moody 3rd/2nd for 2nd
W55S
Pauline Smithard 3rd/4th for 3rd – not bad 3 weeks after knee op.
Relays
Open relay
M165+

M48-

Dave Schorah in 2nd placed SHUOC team, Chris and Tom in 11th placed SHUOC
second team
Mal Irvine, Noel Schorah and Mike Smithard 10th overall, Noel was 2nd fastest on
the 2nd leg pulling up 12 places, pity Mal and Mike messed around at their first
controls.
Olly Williams, Lachlan Chavasse and Chris Owens 5th. It was the first (proper?)
relay for Lachlan – he was puzzled as to how he was expected to go round when the
map was in a brown paper bag. Not far from leading group but Lachlan was a bit
younger than other runners.

Mike Smithard
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Dave Schorah in action
(above) & on the Relay
Podium (below,far left).
Photo: The Schorahs

Mike Smithard (above) & Chris
Smithard (l) at the Sprint.
Photo: The Smithards

John Hateley (above) & Mike
Smithard (l) in action at Day 2.
Photo: Graham Nilsen

Dave Schorah does well in M21 Elite
A great weekend for Dave as he misses out on a medal in the Sprint race by 1 second to SHUOC
club mate John Rocke, tries to run too fast in the dunes of Tyrella to slip to 27th on that day but
storms back in the fast terrain of Slieve Croob to finish 9th on that day to finish an overall 16th in
M21E.
The only returning member of the triumphant SHUOC relay team from last year, he takes over in
the leading group after leg 1 but breaks away and comes back in a narrow but clear lead after leg
2. John Rocke tries to hold on against GB squad member Murray Strain but narrowly fails to finish
in 2nd place. Congratulations to Dave on his fine overall performance at the weekend.
Of course, certain publications would have reported this differently. ”Mum fails to recognise son
after haircut shock”. Yes, Catriona failed to spot Dave in the SHUOC clan on the first day as he
has had his annual haircut – the streamlined look seemed to do him the world of good.
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British Orienteering Championships 2011
A Weekend of Two Halves
The First Half
Wharncliffe and Greno – an area vying for the title of most variation of terrain type in Britain with
vegetation ranging from the nearly featureless smooth hillside of Greno, a thicket strewn area,
commercial woodland, old mine workings and rocky slopes again in places with few identifiable
features. Some long legs across valleys, indeed across valleys and ridges, then short legs in the
mine workings, uphill for the last legs deduced from prior inspection and a run-in too long even for
Stormin’ Norman Hill and taking even HOC’s Dan Hartman 52 seconds with the last 50 metres
uphill – cruel.
One young lady put together her best run in her new class and got a bronze medal to show for it –
well done Hannah Hateley, W12. One slightly older young man regained his poise after a ‘difficult’
JK and also got a bronze – Olly Williams, M16.
Three non-juniors also got on the podium for their ‘normal’ efficient/steady/lucky/... performances –
Sara Campbell (3rd, W45) Mike Smithard (2nd, M60) and Pat Spoonley (3rd, W75). There were
also a number of top 10 places - Lachlan Chavasse (4th,M12, 20 seconds behind 3rd), Chris
Owens (5th, M18E), Michael Beasant (10th, M18), Anya Crocker (4th, W21) and Pauline Smithard
(2nd, W55S).
In M21E, Dave Schorah, Chris Smithard and Tom Beasant finished 12th, 15th and 26th
respectively with Chris and Tom being ‘inconvenienced’ by one control being vandalised and
hidden under leaves. Chris spotted it and replaced it but lost 2 minutes with Tom’s loss being
much more. Chris’ real placing should therefore be 11th. As the start times were seeded, this
didn’t affect the top placings so the results stood with much thanks to Chris for spotting and
replacing the control. Not sure if legs can be discarded in a British or whether voiding would have
been the only solution. As it was relatively near the start and someone else had gone back there
to report it, maybe the start could have been stopped till it had been replaced.
So, no golds here but tomorrow is another day.

The Second Half
Tankersley – little terrain variation – all old workings.
Good relay arena setting though a little bare underfoot. Spectator control and run through behind
our tent, hillside yonder to see mini-relayers approaching finish (no rest for them in full view) and
another uphill finish. Mini-relay off first - 1.7k per leg – Hannah off first and less than 10 minutes
later, many runners appear on the hill with 50-100 metres between them. The first group contained
Hannah in 6th place. Dad Jon was imploring her to ‘run!!’ – a bit harsh up this pit heap, but Dan
sets off behind 4 girls and a boy, some half his size. He takes it easy on them, taking a minute
longer than Hannah but cruising up the run-in in a clear 50m lead. Lachlan, dressed in black from
head to toe (full body cover required for this path run), is unleashed, no doubt inspired
(threatened) by the mad Scots lad behind him from MarOC - wherever that is (Scotland). Before
you’ve time to say ‘it’s a braw bricht moonlicht nicht’, a black speck appears on the horizon
eventually transforming itself into Lachlan, toying with the vainly chasing Scots person. To be as
fair to Lachlan as I am to Dan later on, his leg time was beaten or equalled by the first 4 runners
on first leg, AND THEY WERE ALL GIRLS!!
But, as they say, on last leg, you only have to do what you have to do (to win) and no more (was I
not seen walking up the first part of the run-in on last leg?). And so Deeside once more claim a
junior relay gold medal (or 3) and only Dan fails to beat the min/km of the M21 Elites on the Open
relay but he’s young and has time to improve yet.
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The rest of us then plodded round our courses [Ed’s note: for the record our W40, M60 and both M18 teams
recorded top 10 places], some of us faster than others, some better than others and then took a
hundred photos of 3 minis with a drinking cup which was immediately filled from the bottle of red
wine that Hannah had won earlier – good to see our youngsters taking up where us oldies have
now had to leave off (on doctor’s orders).
Three of our young men were running for SHUOC’s first, second and third teams. Confusingly, the
first team (Who needs Graham) ran as number 5 (their 2nd team number) and their second team
(We need Graham) ran as number 1 (numbers allocated as per the finishing order last year).
Graham (Gristwood) didn’t run as he was injured. This is all, of course, irrelevant.
Unfortunately the 3rd team (with Tom Beasant) didn’t complete due to illness but Dave Schorah
set off first on the 2nd leg with Chris Smithard close behind in 5th in the leading pack of seven.
Much gaffling later and Dave and Chris went through the spectator control not far apart and
finished 1 minute down and 30 seconds apart in 2nd and 3rd. On the last leg, the GB squaddie in
the lead lost time meaning Dave’s team came through to retain the trophy won last year with
Chris’ team slipping back a place to finish 4th. Congratulations to them on two fine performances.
Mike Smithard

M60 Podium: Mike Smithard (l)
W12 Podium: Hannah Hateley (right)

M/W12- Relay
Champions

M16 Podium: Olly Williams (right)
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W45 Podium: Sara Campbell (right)
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Deeside M/W12- British Relay Champions 2011

David Schorah (4th from right), SHUOC Men’s Premier British Relay Champions 2011
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Tales from Map Collection
Nick and I have always enjoyed the job of patrolling map
collection as we get to see the various antics that orienteers use
to avoid putting their map in the club bag.
We were trained by an expert – Jean Payne – and will never
forget her in action at the British Champs at Holme Fell some
years ago. A British Squad elite runner collapsed to the ground
in the map collection area and, whilst all sorts of concerned
people assisted him to his feet, Jean reached across, calmly
took his map and put it in the map bag.

Your Editor proving that map collection
is hard work!

So, when asked to help on map collection at the recent National
Event in Ile de France, we were keen to find out if French
orienteers are just as sneaky as British ones when it comes to
not putting your map in the bag.

The answer was a resounding oui.
Here are some examples:
Q: "are you still collecting maps?"
A: "yes, look at everyone else"
"There is no map bag for my club"
A: "Oh yes there is, come with me"
The nonchalant stroll past all the map bags towards the
exit. The query "Monsieur - la carte?" accompanied by
raised eyebrows produced•a Gallic shrug and an immediate
about turn to the club map bag.
The junior elite "I'll screw my map up into a tiny ball in the
palm of my hand and hold my split times and control
description holder on top in the same hand and jog past" tactic. A body check and the
question "excusez moi?" whilst pointing to the aforementioned hand produced•a feigned
look of complete surprise worthy of an Oscar.

We also spotted an interesting issue at the Middle Distance race on the previous day. The seeded
Elite runners started at the end of the start list. Maps were again being collected for "fairness". At
the finish we noticed an M21E with some strange headgear, which turned out to be a video
camera to record his run. No one did a thing – we would have removed it and put it in his club map
bag!

Jane Mockford
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I haven’t got enough room to print Part 2 of my article ‘How do You Map Read’ so you will have to
wait until the next issue. However, try this in the meantime......

12 Top Tips on How to Improve your
Orienteering
Part 1
Mike Smithard kindly sent me a document reproduced from an original article published in
CompassSport and written by John Knight.
You can read the first three tips below; the rest will follow in future editions.

Before you start study the map and legend
Do so for as long as you can. Get familiar with the general
shape of the area. You don't want to waste time during the
competition trying to puzzle out what's high and what's low,
what's a fence and what's a wall. Take a few sample
measurements.

Oops - before NOT after

Don't think of the competition as a race
It isn't, it's a time trial, you against your own weaknesses.
The person you are trying to outrun may be going an
idiotic way, or may be fresh from standing scratching his
head for 5 minutes while you've been toiling up that hill.
Even if you do outrun him, he may be a better orienteer or
stronger over the whole course. So you overtook the
British champion on 300m of flat path - so what? He won't
stop when he comes to the hill or the bracken or a difficult
route choice.
Race? What race?

Never run at absolute top speed
You should finish an orienteering course as you finish a
good meal, feeling that you would have enjoyed just a little
bit more. You must never let yourself get exhausted. You
can waste time on the last control as easily as on the first
and it's really frustrating to ruin a good run near the end
simply because you've got a bit too tired. If you don't finish
with plenty of energy, go out again over your course and see
where you've wasted time making poor choices or standing
around.
Nearly there..
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So how much did you know
about British Orienteering Rules
and Guidelines?
Here are the answers to the questions posed in the last issue. How many did you get right?
1. For Level C and Level D events the Organiser may vary or supplement the existing Rules
to meet particular local requirements, subject to approval from whom?
For a Level C event, the Controller and the Constituent Organisation that registered the
event ie NWOA.
For a Level D event, the Club that registered the event.
2. Who can review the Risk Assessment Form for a Level D event?
The Controller or, if there is no Controller appointed, a person who has British Orienteering
Event Safety accreditation or a licensed coach.
3. If you were using the east side of a dot knoll as a control site, where would the centre of the
control circle be?
The middle of the dot knoll symbol on the map. This because a dot knoll is represented on
the map symbolically.
A ring contour hill, on the other hand, is drawn to scale and so the centre of the circle would
be on the east side of the hill not the centre of the ring contour.
4. A control feature should be visible from what distance (metres or %) from the nearest attack
point?
10 metres or 10%.
5. What experience do you need to organise, plan, and control a Level D event?
Organise: Completion of an Introductory Organiser’s Course, guidance of an experienced
mentor.
Plan: Completion of an Introductory Planner’s Course, guidance of an experienced mentor.
Control: A Controller is not necessarily required but as a minimum a different BO accredited
Controller or person with Event Safety accreditation or licensed Coach to the author shall
review the Risk Assessment Form.
6. If a competitor loses or breaks their e-card during a race and has used back-up pin
punches to complete the course should they be disqualified?
Yes – there is no proof that the controls have been taken in the correct order.
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Deeside O-Excuses
A bumper crop this issue:

Leaving number 8 I lost my right
shoe in the mud. I just about got it out
before my left one came off. In order to get
them back on properly, I had to use my
fingers, so I took my dibber (Mk 9, blue, Union
flag) off and put it on the ground. When I got to
number 9, I realised I'd left my dibber where I
took it off. Back to number 8, find dibber, carry
on very flustered. At number 11 I had to
abandon and go straight to the finish,
otherwise I'd have been late for the
Schoenberg workshop in the afternoon.

Controls 14 and 15 were 100m apart,
identical features, identical exits, identical
paths to cross 50m after leaving the
control. So who's not going to miss out
number 15? My wife, that's who. I realised
what I'd done when it took far too long to
get to number 16, but assumed that by
then I'd blown my chances of beating the
dear lady, and just carried on to register as
mispunched. If only I'd known that she had
made a couple of significant mistakes, I
could have gone back to control 15 and still
beaten her. Doooooh!

"My course went
through the FIBUA
area, so I stopped for FISH
and CHIPS."
Clue: Tyrella South.

Meanwhile, back in la belle France, the 2011
Ile de France Champs provided a new O-excuse for Nick Campbell, that wasn’t even his
fault….
...the first hour of starters on three of the
courses had a new variant on not finding the
control.... it tuned out that the planner and
helpers had forgotten to put it out... and the
controller didn't seem to notice. It was
subsequently put out for the later starters.
Thankfully the Arbiter (doesn't exist in UK but
is an independent orienteer acting as a sort of
one man jury) abandoned a first idea of
deducting the affected split times (after it was
pointed out to him that some people had
jogged round the rest of the course in disgust
whilst others had continued racing, but in large
packs of people who had ganged up to try and
find the control) and voided the courses. Very
embarrassing.
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Who’s faster – runners or orienteers??
As part of the Horwich Festival of Racing on Sunday 19 June - a day of road races, cycling, race
walking - SELOC are putting on an urban sprint-style race in Horwich town centre with a chance
to take part in a nationally recognised 5k road race for a team prize based on total time.
The race is predominantly around streets with a small section of town park containing a
labyrinth.
Two courses are available:
Town Sprint Course (over 16s only)••••

approximately 3km

Park Race (beginners’ sprint
including labyrinth, within park)••••

approximately 1km

If the sprint alone is not enough ... you can take part in the Bluemantle 5k Road Race and check
out your racing speed when you’re not navigating.
You can enter either set of races individually but there is a £10 discounted fee available for entry
to both orienteering and road races
and then to make it really interesting …..
Inter-Club 5K Road Race + Town Sprint Orienteering Challenge
Prizes based on total 5k and orienteering times for teams of 3 persons:
1st Team £60, 2nd Team £45, 3rd Team £30
The challenge is open to running & orienteering clubs, plus informal teams
To find out all the details, go to www.seloc.org
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Deeside Fixtures
Thursday 2 June: Summer Evening Event, Arrowe Park
GR SJ276857. From M53 Junction 3 follow Arrowe Park Hospital signs (A552) to roundabout, take first exit
(A551) for 500 m and turn right into golf club car park. Suitable for novice and experienced orienteers.
Registration from 17.30, start times 18.00-19.15.
Fees £4 senior (£4.50 if not O Club member) and £2 juniors. Special family rate for Yellow &Orange
courses as National family Week Event. SPORTident punching (50p to hire an SI card).
Organiser: Gwyn Thomas
Tuesday 7 June: Summer Evening Event, Teggs Nose (MDOC)
GR SJ 948731. Signed from A537 at the east of Macclesfield.
Registration from 17:30. Start times 18:00-19:15.
Fees £4 senior (£4.50 if not O club member) and £2 juniors. Courses suitable for novices and for
experienced orienteers. SI - 50p to hire an SI card.
Organiser: Tony Wagg
Wednesday 15 June: Summer Evening Event, Big Covert
GR SJ 207594. Follow O signs from A494/B5444 roundabout on the•Mold by-pass.
Courses Yellow to Blue, suitable for novice and experienced orienteers. Registration from 17.30, start times
18.00-19.15. Fees £4 senior (£4.50 if not O Club member) and £2 juniors. SPORTident (50p to hire an SI
card).
Organiser: Paul Jones
Thursday 23 June: Summer Evening Event, Brereton Heath (MDOC)
GR SJ 795654. Signed from A54 Holmes Chapel-Congleton road. Public Car Park.
Registration from 17:30. Start times 18:00-19:15. Fees £4 senior (£4.50 if not O club member) and
£2 juniors. Courses suitable for novices and for experienced orienteers. SI - 50p to hire an SI card.
Organiser: Tony Wagg
Tuesday 28 June: Summer Evening Event, Rivacre Country Park, Ellesmere Port
GR SJ383779. From M53 junc.7 take B5132 signed ‘Overpool’. Turn right in 800m; ’O’ signs. Suitable for
novice and experienced orienteers. Registration from 17.30, start times 18.00-19.15. Fees £4 senior (£4.50
if not O Club member) and £2 juniors. SPORTident (50p to hire an SI card).
Organiser: Malcolm Irvine
Thursday 7 July: Summer Evening Event, Little Budworth
SJ593654. Signed from A54/A49 junction. Follow signs to Oulton Park,then to Little Budworth village.
Parking in fields adjacent to Egerton Arms.
Courses Yellow to Blue , suitable for novice and experienced orienteers. Registration from 17.30, start
times 18.00-19.15. Fees £4 senior (£4.50 if not O Club member) and £2 juniors. SPORTident (50p to hire
an SI card).
Organiser: Graham Sutton
Wed 13 July: Summer Evening Event, Reaseheath College, Nantwich
Car Parking at GR SJ 645542. Signposted from A51 Chester to Nantwich road. •Turn north along•minor
road signed Poole, 1.2km east of Burford crossroads of A51 and A534, 800m west of roundabout at
junction of A51/A500/B5074.• Entrance to campus is 200m on right.• Follow marshalled route to Car Park.
Registration from 17.30, start times 18.00-19.15. Fees £4 senior (£4.50 if not O Club member) and £2
juniors. SPORTident (50p to hire an SI card). See Dee web site for further details about courses.
Organiser: Sue Sherwood
Thursday 21 July: Summer Evening Event, Alderley Edge (MDOC)
GR SJ 860772. NT car park on B5087 Alderley Edge to Macclesfield road about 2.5 km from centre of
Alderley Edge. Registration from 17:30. Start times 18:00-19:15. Fees £4 senior (£4.50 if not O club
member) and £2 juniors. Courses suitable for novices and for experienced orienteers. SI - 50p to hire an SI
card.
Organiser: Tony Wagg
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Sunday 16 October: Deeside Club Champs/AGM, Halkyn
This is a closed event for Deeside members only.
Rhosesmoor Village Hall will be the venue for the social and AGM
12-13 November: Deeside Double Regional Event Weekend
Saturday 12 November:

Middle Distance Level B Regional event at Thurstaston
North West Orienteering League Event
Planner: Pete Owens, Organiser: Norman Hall.
All the necessary permissions have now been received. NW league event.
Sunday 13 November:

Chester City Sprint Races (Level B Regional Event)
North West Orienteering League Event
NopeSport Urban league Event
A double sprint using extended Chester City and new University of Chester maps.
Sunday 16 September 2012: Ainsdale Level B Regional Event
Thanks to MEROC we are hoping to hold this event subject to gaining the necessary permissions.
Organiser: Norman Hall, Planner: Steve Ingleby, Controller: Graham Nilsen (MEROC)

Fixtures supplied by John Padget and Sheila Hills
If you are interested in planning or organising a future event, please contact Fixtures Secretary John
Padget

Harvester Weekend - 16/17 July - Sheffield
SHUOC/SYO are organising a weekend of events incorporating the Harvester Relays on the
above dates. Chris Smithard is organising the Harvester and no doubt Dave Schorah and Tom
Beasant are involved also. The programme is:
16 July daytime••••
16 July evening••••
17 July night/dawn•••
17 July day•••••••••••

Middle race on an area in Sheffield
Ultrasprint race in assembly area
Harvester Relay in Ecclesall Woods
Urban race in Sheffield starting at assembly area

So even if you are not interested in running in the relay, there are enough other races to attract
you. See www.harvesterrelay.co.uk for details. However, it's pre-entry for the relay so, if you are
interested, please let me know asap adding whether you are or are not interested in running a
night leg. Leg lengths are 4k to 7k on the 5 leg relay, longer on the 7 leg relay. TD3 to 5.
The first ever Harvester was held here in 1978 when there were 84 teams in a 7 leg relay and
there were many juniors running and no halogen headlights!
Afraid my team from AIRE beat the Dee team, 2nd to 7th, by 22 minutes. The first DEE team: Ron
Williams, John Evans, Tony Thornley, John Hammond, David Williams, Chris Tanner, Terry
Harper. 2nd DEE team included Jack Ramsden, Andrew Tarr, Bob Verity, Ian Roberts, John
Quimby, Brian Hood and Tom Eddlestone. People seemed to be more adventurous in those days
as there were four AIRE teams in 1978 but even our large club seems to manage only 2 B teams
if that these days so why not give it a try!
Mike Smithard
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